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A variance coinmpone ntI niethodohlgy ti ct, on a sample of limedeveloped for joint 
series of pricc, for scas.onal diffcreces inthe price integration o.fmiarkcis. The 
approa0Lh ICquirNS a Statiitcally adequae ntmber of' oservatlions for each market 
within seasons characierized by conslatc ofltransactions cois anorg Inarkets. Themodel is applied lo Cighteen moIls of weekly grain plices for Iwenly-I , o villages 

in northern Nigeria. Re,,uls 'suggest lthat market, arc 1:,!well integtoitIe in tle six 
months covering the harvest p2iiod. Implications are dr;a n for research on niarlkict 
petfornatce in the region. 

KeY words: grain pices. iuiarket :nlegralion. Nigeria, seasons. vtrirnee comilponents. 

The integration of food grain markets is cen-
tral to the direction and success otagricultural 
policies in the West African Semi-Arid Trop-
ics (WASAT). A well-in:egrated market sys-
tern is essential to household food security in 
both food delicii rural ireas and those viit-
nessing a rise in the relative importance of' 
notitood cash cropping. It is also key to the 
sustained success of extension of new food 
product:on technologies, which might other-
wise flood stagnart lccal markets with unsal-
able surpluses. It can also bc shown that the 
degree of food grain market integiatien deter-
mines whether equity-oriented production
policies in iess favored food-producing areas 
should be oriented toward food or some alter-
native activity (Delg'ido). 

Despite the importance of' thu subject to 
current policy debates, there has been remark-
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ably litle progress in the WASA I in generat
ing the datla -and models necessary to explore 
market integration issues further. In a com
prehensive survey of the literature, Harriss 
shows that most work in (he region has relied 
upon computing hivariate correlation :oeffi
cents of mat kel price time seies, frequently 
on undetrenJed data. With few exceptions, 
analysts in the region must make do with time 
series for prices of inaior grains indifferent 
locations. Comrlenen:ary data on transp irt 
and storage co.,ts. their variation across loca
tions a.nd time periods, and aggregate low 
through th, hierarchy of markets at any given
time period a"e very difficult and expensive to 
obtaiu. 

This iticle starts from ie premise that in 
most cases analyst,. will have to continue to 
rely upon the examination of the covariance of
time series ok food prces to assess the exis
tence of market integration. This raises twointerrelated problem'. First, previous anal
yses of market integration in tile region based 
on bivariate correlation coefficients havetended to find numericaliy low price correla
tions despite other evidence that suggests
competitive and rational behavior by a largenumber of market actors. Second, the statis
tcal in'erpretation of bivariate correlation 
coefficients in this context is problematic. 
There is no obvious way to compare and synthesize results once more than two markets 
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are involved, since each pair is considered in 
isolation. Recent methodological work on 
market integration is still based on pair-wise 
comparison of price series, albeit vith greater 
attention to detrending and weighting of ob-
servations (Granger, tLaugh. Gupta and Muc-
ler). Yet, what matters in the present instance 
is that the system of markets be integrated and 
not that a particular pair be integrated at any 
one time. 

This article will examine these problems in a 
case stutidy of northern Nigeria, the zone of the 
WASAT v hcre food grain market integration 
has been most intensively studied. Joncs' 
seminal work on seven crops countrywide us-
ing thirteen years of undetrended monthly 
data found that "of 4,836 1biv riate corrcla-
tionl coefficients only 19 are as great as .90. 
and 424 are zero or negative'" (p. 110). Ifays 
found weak correlations for eleven years of 
undettended monthly wholesale price data for 
fifteen citlies in the northern part of the cotni-
try. H:rriss sees these -weak" correlations Is 
useful CvidCn:c of the absence Of intert;itn, 
even though the irev'erse argtnt nitwould pre-
suLa1bly niot b1e accepted for 'high" correla-
tions. 

Y't dhe very few studies tht have included 
non-price variables in the quantitative anal-
yses of market inltegration in the region have 
gener'ally suspported the conventional wisdom 
that 'rain markets function smoothly and in a 
competiti\'e fashion, given the constraints in-
posed on individual agents. In particular, 
Hays and Mc('oy found that: 

Price dtfc.r'nti.k ,cccding posi'ive price spreads 
ainnor rn,iikcl did not result tiom plared rnanipuil;-
tion unde nitmoipolisiic or rionorsonistiL conditioins 
hutrith tteeivpcrtecinsiereinerent in tie sStetn 

which Iride effective ihitri' in r,.sponse to spatial 
price differentlts dil'ticUit. ticrrnirket price spreads 
(hoth greter than. ;rld less than, transfer costs) exist 
hecaue erratic suppty incre:ises risks in internarket 
arbitrage, dissemination of inlorm.tion on prices and 
supply in the various narkets is inadequate, and trad-
ers taking pait inahitnage within these markets are 
non-specidti/ed. (page 191 

Despite the difficult conditions facing traders, 
the consensus is thaT. grain markets generally 
operate efficiently in the region ,Hays, Hays 
and McCoy, Jones, Ejiga). 

The apparent contradiction between in-
formed belief and quantitative results of corre-
lation analysis x/ill be investigated using a new 
primary data set of village 'evel weekly grain 
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prices. The model proposed evaluates jointly 
the information from a series of markets, to 
assess the integration of the system. Some 
surprising conclusions for both methodology 
and for market integration in northern Nigeria 
emerge. 

The approach is to decompose the variance 
of food grain prices into components, follow
ing the classic work by Balest-a and Nerlove 
on the demand for natural gas. The model is 
designed to handle weekly food grain price 
data from a sampl, t"village markets in a rela
tively small region ,,ubject to well-known sea
sonal influences. 

The model of price for a specific crop can be 
written, 

W W 
(1) _in + .i fr- u. t i. 

Here the superscripts and subscripts are as 
follows: s -- I.... number of seasons, where 
a season is defined as a continuous number of 
weeks widin the year for which it is rea
sonable to make two important assumptions. 
First, the variance of prices for a given crop in 
a given village is constant over the season. 
Second, transport and transaictions costs for 
marketing a given crop between any two mar
kets within the system are constant for the two 
markets conccrned, subject to a random dis
urbance. over the season. As a practical mat

ter, seasons need to contain a sufficient num
ber of weeks to permit statistical estimation of 
variances. Also, i = I ..... number of food 
grain markets (or villages): t 1 .... number 
of weeks in season- p,, is the price of the grain 
concerned in market i in week t; ti, the mean 
price of food each season in the sample; vi, a 
constant location (village) effect; u,, a con
stant weekly time effect; and zi,, a stochastic 
interaction term. For convenience, the super
scripts will be dropped, but it should be borne 
in mind for all that follows that the analysis is 

done separately for each crop and season. 
Thus, the variation across villages and 

weeks around the sample-wide mean price of a 
given grain in a given season is divided into 
two constant deviations and a stochastic term. 
The deviations from the mean are either con
stant for a given village (vi) or for a given week 
(u,), but not across both weeks and villages. 

The proposed yardstick of integration of a 
pair of village food grain markets within a 
given season is that the price spread between 
them stays approximately constant, subject to 
random variation either way, over the weeks 
in the season in question. Put another way, if 
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the mean price spread between any pair of vii- composed of a weekly effectconstantlages can be reasonably judged vandom, then common to all villages over the year notit follows that intermarket price differentials across 
(but

years) and thus eliminates spuriousare equal over :ime to a constant, attributable correlation of price movements across villagesto transactions and transport costs, with devi- arising from seasonal influences common to allations from the constant being random noise,Because we assume that 
villages. The latter is frequently a problem intransactions and appliedtransport costs 
the market integration work in the-re in Ifact constant between WASAT using bivariate correlation coeffiany pair of markets within a relatively smallregion and a cients (Harriss).within well-defined marketing Conceptually, a seasonal trend in aseason, statistical confirmation of the absence rela

of nonrandom divergent price trends ovei the 
tively homogenous geographic region would
be the same for all villages in the sample. Diseason between a pair of villages supports the vergence from the common trend would eitherhypothesis that there is a constant relationship

between the series. This is, in fact, 
be random or due to other factors (such asakia to a market failures), the presence of which we arebivariate correlation coefficient calculated for trying to establish. This provides a means for athe two price series, which measures the de- practical tes' of (2) above. This is to estimategree of linear dependence between them. seasonal trends separately for the p, of eachUnlike the bivariate correlation coefficient, village, in effect ii,, and then to test jointly forhlowever, the formulation in equation (I) per- equality of seasonal trends across all villages.nuts a joint test of the absence of nonintegra- This involves itjoint test of the equivalence oftion between any two pairs of village markets iit and Q for all i. Failure to rejectin the sample. This involves showing that after the nullhypothesis of equality is consistent with theremoving a common seasonal trend (i,) and hypothesis of in.egration of the system of vilseasonal mean prices for cach village (m + vi), lage prices defined as the e,istence of stableinteractions between the residual price teims price spreads among locations.(zi,)
across villages are independent; more for

mally, that
 
(2) E(ztz1 ,)= 0 where i3-1- Data 
If(2) car, be shown to hold jointly with a rea- Data are provided by weekly producer pricesonable degree .)f statistical confidence for all monitoring surveys carried outpairs of markets in the sample, then by the 

from August 
same criterion, the system 

1976 to early 1980 by the Nigerian Agriculturalof markets is Projects Monitoring, Evaluation and Planningjudged integrated. Unit (APMEPU), Kaduna, Nigeria. TheseA test of (2) above requires a means of es-timating the z elements from the price data. 
were part of a much larger evaluation effort byAPMEPU of the Funtua and Gusau agricul-This first requires removing long-term trends tural development projectsand constant effects peculiar in the northernto a particular part of the country. The projects cover a conlocation by subtracting mean ,asonal prices tinous area of 11,300 km 2 and implefor each village and crip from the were

weekly mented with Bankprice data. Thus, World assistance. Theywere designed to promote agricultural devel
(3) p7* = P- 1j,, 

opment through provision of infrastructure,inputs, rural services, and improved seed
andwherethethe notation isconsistent with (1)abovemnan pricesor village i is calculated fertilizer technologies. Typical farms in theseparately fo 

area are two to four hectares. The major foodpach crp and season. There-
fore, crops, sorghum and millet, accounted for ap

proximately 70% of cropped area in 1977 (Balcet and Candler). 
P, = u,+ z,,. The 

of households included inThe next step in retrieving the stochastic zi, the main agronomic surveys 

(4) 
sponsesproducer

by heads price surveys contain re

is :o eliminate as to the pricethe weekly time effect, it, that either they received for a sale made thewhich is conceptually con:,tant across villages day of the interview or that they expectedbut different for each week. Netting this effect to 
out removes the 

receive. Although sampling continued throughcommon "seasonal"' trend mid-1980, the composition of villages sampled 
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in March 1978 in Funtua, andchanged 
changed with seine oNerlap in March 1977 in 

(Gusau. For the purposes of the present study, 

a subsample of villages was constructed, coy-

ering the period August 1976 to March 1978. 

for inclusion in the suhsaniple wereCriteria 
set up solely on the basis of availability and 

data over the samlpIc period,continttiy of 
it ( su: ci kecot ino-Onl a fiw vill iges 

ous ly samlipled over the Cut ire period intre-

quently sampled villages wcre uiisuitable for 

present (prposCs, since the model requires 
enough observations each season for statisti-

ca.l infercn,ce, and thus were dropped. This led 
inll untua and 5 their total sorghum sales in the harvest sea

to a substro.pic of 17 illiagc 
villages in Gtisau. Unfortunatelv for the study 

of market inetigeen survey data trails-on, oil 
portation and ,toriage costs were not col-

Icctcd, althoughi graini sales data crc oh-
tamed on a weekly basis for 118 hotseholds 
survcycd inthe 22 villages. 

The raw 'rice data contained infrequcit but 
nonnegligible major outliers. terhaps due to 

keyptinchiitg errors (r a problem indatia col-

lection. The data set was therefore cleaned us-

ing a test based on Chebyshev's inequality, 
Observations that differed from the mean an-

nui! observation for the village in question by 
more tham three standard deviations were re-

the basis that the probability of re-jeCted on 
jecting a valid observation under this proce-
dure was less than one-ninth. In practice, this 

less than 2'7 of the data being rejectCdled to 
as unreliable. 

The result wvas a clean, comparable data set 

of farm-level prices for sorghum and millet 

coveing 22 villages, containing multiple (and 

differing) numbers of observations for each 
118 heads of htouse-village aind week. Of the 

hold sampled in the 22 villages, 33 were in 

Gusatl. The nonzero observations for each vii-

lage and week were averaged to get one obser-

vation per village per week. Thus, although 
Gusau was represeited by significantly fewer 

villages, the density of sampling was greater 

and presumably this led to a.better average 

estimate of producer prices each week. 

Definition of Seasons 

The first area of investigation concerns the de-
limitation of seasons. In northern Nigeia, two 

possible classifications of seasons come to 

mind for present purposes. One is the separa-

tion of the year into a wet season (June to 
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September) and a dry season (October to 

May). Agricult oral productI'M s concentrated 
in the former; frequently road transport to oit

lying areas is difficulIt at that time. An alterna

tive classification is the one adopted by Hays, 

base.! on grain sales behavior. This divides the 

ycar into two six-month periods: harvest (Au

gust to J.nalryt and postharvest seasons. 
with earlyliarvesting of food crops begins 

itil let in August. HInClides sorghum in October 

and ends, with cowp,as in late November to 

early l)ecember. Cotton is harvested thereaf

ter. lays found that in 1970/71, small farmers 

accomplished SO'; of their millet and 69,7 of 

,on, while the corresponding figure for large 

farniers was 30% for both crops. 
The present data set of 118 households, 
hich may include a disproportionate number 

of larger farmers, shows that from August 

1976 to .uly 1977, 48%, of millet and sorghum 

sales occurred in the harvest season, from Au
gust to January. Similarly, during calendar 

1977, 43% of millet and sorghum sales oc

curred during the June to September rainy 

season. Clearly, substantial grain sales occur 

in Northern Nigeria in both seasons. Available 
daita do not support the conclusion that the 

volume of giamn sales is substantially less dur

ing the more restrictively defined rainy sea

son. Peak sales for the combined sample oc

curred in September and December in both 

1976 and 1977 (the harvest season) and also in 

May in 1977, in the middle of the postharvest 
period. 

Even if sales volumes are not very different 

by season, it is possible that market actors are 

different. Several authors have suggested that 

grain transactions in rural areas of Northern 
Nigeria in the harvest period occur to a greater 

extent among farmers than is the case in the 

postharvest season, when long-distance trad

ers and middlemen play a relatively more im

portant role (Scott, Hays). This seasonal dif

fecrnce appears to be a function more of pre

vailing grain prices than of climatic factors, 

although further research is warranted here. 
The behavior of nominal grain prices pro

vides another clue to the correct definition of 

seasons for present purposes. Plots of the raw 

price data for the twenty-two villages shows 

that prices tended to rise steadily during the 

postharvest season, but were highly variable 
in the harvest season. This is characteristic of 

patterns portrayed for earlier years by Scott 

and Hays. 

,A,
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Finally, the data available do not permit di- into the residuals.rect verification The degree of polynomialof seasonal differences in for each village was reducedtransport and t'ansac:ions until the tcosts. While it statistic seems reasonable that these may be higher in 
of the last term became significant 

the rainy at the 0.10 level. In practice, the 1976/77 postseason because of' transportation harvest seasondifficulties, no village ',n the sample 
could be acceptably modeled was more with a quadratic, while boththan 10 kilometers from harvest seasonsa rainy season road. A needed to be mrodeled with a sixth-o: der polysurvey of the liter:ture quoting grain transpor-

tation costs in Northern Nigeria could find 
nomial. To avoid introducing a differer.tiai eleno ment between seasons in datadifferentiation to be used toof costs on a seasonal basis, test for seasoral differences, all residuals usedThe assumption adopted, therefore, is that dif- for the tests belov. vere generated with a sixthferences in transport and transactions costs order polynoliaI, segardlessare a ftunction of the saime variables that deter-

of season. The
high order of polynomial required for the harmine the choice of seasons: sales volume,


grain priLe variability, 
vest season stems from a bimodal price strucand type of market ac- ture observabletors. in, tle six months following
the early millet harvest; the reasons for thisTherefore, the price data set was subdivided structure will be explored later. The result is ainto three seas' ns, corresponding to the major set of residuals generated separately for eachdates of the agricuIltral calendar from August village:1976 to mid-January, 1978. The two harvest The test of market integration in the systemseasons were defined as running from early is then toAugust to mid-January. The intervening post-

test for equality of trends across
villages, but this requires anharvest season estimate of thecovered mid-January to early common seasonal trend for cacti crop and sea-August 1977. The period covered during the son1978 postharvest season 

in order to retrieve estimates of the .4rewas too short to be siduals from ausable. The sing!e joint regression.unknown ,ariance of the Howz terms ever, homogeneity of variance of food grainin (I) above is assumed to be constant within prices across villages is aseasons for each riskier assumptioncrop and village but not than constancy withinnecessarily across seasons, crops, 
a given village. Thus, itor villages, was necessaryFurthermore, any variation in 

to test explicitly this proposiprice spreads tion. Thisbcween was done using a derivative of Bartany pair of' markets within a given lett's test. The appropriate statistic, asymptotseason, other than random variation, is as- ically distributed chi-square (m - 1) is 

(T - n)ln ur2 - ,T - ki) In &2 

(5) Mf= i 

I + [1130n - 1) 1(1', - ki) - l/(T - In)jsumed to be caused by factors other than vari-

ation in transportation and transaction costs, 

where in is the number of villages, o2 is the
estimated variance of the pooled OLS regres
sion residuals, T, is the number of observa
tions in the ith sample and the total number
when the subscript is dropped,The Tests and k, is thenumber of regression parameters estimated
 

Given these from the ith sample (village).'
assumptions, the model in (4)
above was The tests showed that it wps possible to reexplored by removing village-level jectseasonal trends, the ui,, by a separate ordinary 
the null hypothesis of homogeneity of

variance across villages for a given crop andleast squares (OLS) polynomial regression ofpt on powers of / f'or each crop, village, and ' This formulation differs fromseason. Initially, a high that given in Judge et al. tyorder of polynomialweason.used , i i nclsi,on of the A,, a weighting termder opolantmsl that adjusts the degrees offreedom for the fact that regression residuals were used. Asympwas used, since Including too many termsleads only to inefficiency based on a low num- totically, this adjustment makes no difference. Insmall samples, itoverall effect on AMwill increase both the numerator and the denominator with thedependent on specific cases. In practice, if the 
ber of degrees of freedom. Hov.'ever, using too null hypothesis of equality of variances isrejected (M islarge), it is
low a polynomial introduces serial correlation unlikely to make much difference. 

/ 
-7 
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season at one percent in many cases. Thus, it 
was apparen. both that prices had different 
distributions in different villages and that the 
heteroscedasticity resulting from simple pool-
ing of data across villages could lead to an 
overestimate of the variaoce of the pooled er-
ror term, which would in turn vitiate tests 
based on this variance. It was also apparent 
from similar tests that detrended food grain 
price variances were significantly llore ho-
mogenous within either the FIuntia or (GIsan 
project regions than across the \Mhole sanmple. 
Accordingly, pooled polynomial regressions 
were run for each season for villages in each 
project separately, using standard Aitken 
weighting matrices composed of the recipro-
cals of the standard deviations of the 0LS re-

Funtua Sorghum 

Gusau Sorghum 

Aug. 1976 Oct. 2531 Jan. 1977 Aug. 1977 

01 

Aug. 1976 Oct. 25.31 
6 

' st4Note: It = &.iJ 

siduals from separate regressions for each vii
lage and applying generalized least squares 
(GLS) to the villages pooled by project. Plots 
of the estimated prices by project with the sea
sonal means removed are contained in figure 
I. 

The main hypothesis of tile experiment can 
now he directly tested: to wit, that seasonal 
food grain price trends are the same across 
villages. This is done separately for Ftuntua 
and GUsal and for each crop and season b 
the statistic:(" \ - V V ,,,)r 

I " -" 

(6) 	 -/ 
V " (ni ki) 

31 Oct. 6 Nov. Jan. 1978 

Funtua Millet 

Jan. 1977 Aug. 1977 31 Oct.6 Nov. Jan. 1978 

Figure 1. Plots of estimated prices during harvest periods with seasonal means removed by 
village 
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Table 1. Seasonal Differences in the Homogeneity of Price Trends across Markets, by Crop and 
Project 

Season Crop Project 

Sorghum IitnLid 

Postharvest ilsall 

1976/77 

Millet Fintoa 
Giusall 

Sorghuml[tltll S untuli 

(Iu'rveiIlhirve,,t 

1976 

Millet [untta 
(it',,u 

Sorgh u tntua 

Harvest 

1977 
Miullet iL tlit 

(IISIlau 

Hit:. - . for all niiakets , in the .ionple idulp;aiinet.rcs 
The crilical laie for rtectiin is,c .i 1. ;S at 10' ; 

which is di,,tribu'.Cd "(Ir 1,01, k,,)) under thi. 
null liypotheis, of equalilty of trend (110), 
where r i, the ti1ti1her of indepCudnIL parame-
ter restrictions applied to the pooled rcgres-
sion Ii.e., 7 i 7 IMfor untlal, i n, is the 
ntmlber of observalions i villhtgc i and k. is the 
nmlber of pa rameters estimated for villige i 
(generally 7, 

This test staistic is valid utndcr lh1. but cotl-
ceptual problems arise if I o is rejected. '[he 
latter implies that dissimilar trends were 
pooled, leading to serial correlation of' tile 
(ILS residuals, implying thal the variance of 
the G ,,S residuas Used in the ntutnerator is 
biased. 

However, the type of serial correlation iI
troduced by pooling divergent village trends 
into a common trend is almost certainly posi
tive for each village in the pooled regression, 
implying that it is positive for the pooled re-
gression as a whole. This implies that the esti-
mated variance of' (iLS residuals is biased 
downwards (Judge et al.). Because the () S 

Degrees,of 
F Fr1rcthr it,, 

0.35 (112,1I1) Fail to reject 

1.86 (28,86) Fail to eject 

(1.27 (112,12) Fail to reject 

I 41 (28,73) L il to reject 

" .2.10 11,244) Reject 

4.11 (28,73) Reject 

2.46 112.214) Reject 

2.52 (28,.77) Relecl 

1.29 (112,55) Falil to reject h 

44 28,82) Reject 

2.34 (112,54) Reject 

101.74 (28,79) Reject 

. tests i I'; igniticance Ie.vel. 

residuals are estimated separately by village 
and are therefore not affected by this problem, 
it follows that the net effect of pooling dissimi
lar trends in (6) above is to bias the test to
wards accepting 110. Thus, rejections of' the 
null hypothesis of equality of trend, and thus 
of market integratimn, are not affected. In 
"act. the problem is akin to the well-known 
Ilehret. -Fisher problem of testing for the 
eqttality of two tneans wi11 unequal variances. 
Results are asymptotically efficient, with a 
bias towards acceptiing the null hypothesis in 
small samples (Kendall and Stuart, pp. 153
65). 

Results 

The results of the tests are shown in table I. 
They show a striking dichotomy between the 
1976/77 postharvest season and the two har
vest seasons. The null hypothesis of equal sea
sonal trends cannot be rejected for any crop or 
project in the postharvest season. A common 

'The combined u'Se of the pooled (iI.S iiii Individial OI.S seasonal trend with constant seasonal price
residuals in this statistic does.not present a prioblem. since weight- spreads among villages cannot be ruled out. 
ing an individual 01-S nn by the constant (G[LS weight, for the 
village in question uill lead to the same soimof- quared residual,. However, the reverse is true of' the harvest 
as simple OLS on the individual village data. season data. In seven out of eight cases, the 

http:di,,tribu'.Cd
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null hypothesis of equality of trends can be 
rejected at one percent. The eighth case, the 
1977 harvest season for sorghum in Funtua, 
only narrowly fails at 10%. 

Given that the possible downward bias in 
the estimated variance of the pooled GLS re-
siduals only streng!'ens the results ini table I, 
rejection of the hypothesis of equal seasonal 
trends across villages is stiaightforward for 
both harvest seasons. Given the formulation 
and assumptions of the model, it would appear 
that the system of food grain markets is not 
well integrated. On the other hand, accep-
tance of the null hypothesis-that the system 
is integrated-is possible for the postharvest 
season, subject to the statisti-al caveats ex-
pressed above. 

Of course, if price variation in the posthar-
vest season was especially high, it would help 
explain why it is more difficult to reject the 
null hypothesis of equal seasonal trends. Yet 
results (not shown) demonstrate conflicting 
evidence for Funtua and Gusau in this regard, 
despite uniform results for market integration 
in table I. 

The pooled Zresiduals by crop and project 
can be used to show inequality of seasonal 
variances. The procedure in equation (3)elim-
inates constant effects attributable to the 
mean price level and market-specific devia-
tions from that mean. Therefore, the remain-
ing variation in equation (4) is either due to 
variation across time periods attributable to 
the common seasonal trend u,, or variation 
around that trend over time and markets, z1,. 
Therefore, variances computed from the re-
siduals estimated within each crop and project 
by the GL.S regressions pooled across markets 
also provide an estimate of the variance of 
food grain prices around the common seasonal 
trend of the markets concerned. These esti-
miatcd variances are distributed chi-square 
and can he compared pair-wise by F-tests 
when divided by the appropriate degrees of 
freedom. Whereas the postharvest season 
variance for sorghum prices in Funtua is larger 
than each of the two harvest seasons at the 5% 
significance level, this is trie of only one har-
vest season for mi!lct and was not true at all in 
Gusau. 

In sum, the weekly farm-level price data for 
Augus. 1976 to January 1978 from Funfa and 
Gisau suggest three conclusions with respect 
to the price integration of local food grain mar- 
ket systems in northern Nigeria. First, the 
differences in price behavior between the ad- 
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jacent proects of Funtua and Gusau were suf
ficiently great so as to preclude pooling them 
jointly for consideration as a unified market 
system. Second, within each project, there are 
apparent seasonal differences in food grain 
market integration between the harvest and 
postharvest periods. Market integration is 
defined here as the existence of stable price 
spreads among markets in a given season, de
spite considerable variation in prices. Third, 
markets are clearly not well integrated in Fun
tua or Gusau in the harvest period. The re
verse conclusion is not necessarily valid for 
the postharvest period, but at least the evi
dence is consistent with the hypothesis of 
market integration thus defined. 

A fourth result is the finding that the vari
ance of detrended and deseasonalized food 
grain prices is different in the harvest and 
postharvest seasons. One immediate conse
quence is to suggest caution when using 
bivariate correlation coefficients as a statis
tical technique to investigate market inte
gration. Even when used with detrended and 
deseasonalized data, their statistical interpre
tation is based on the assumption that vari
ances are constant for each series. Thus, even 
a "low" value cannot be used as an argument 
to show the absence of integration, since 
under these circumstances there is no crite
rion of what is low. 

A fifth, probably related, result of the cxper
iment is the unexpected finding of a general 
bimodal price trend for both millet and sor
ghum during both harvest seasons, as shown 
in figure 1 above. A priori, this is contrary to 
economic theory: if it is a generally known and 
expected trend and if credit and storage facili
ties work in any manner at all, it is hard to 
understand why anyone would buy at the 
bump during the second half of October, or 
sell in the troughs on either side. Since the 
sales data show that grain sales do occur 
throughout this period, it is reasonable to sup
pose that the existence of the bump is some
how linked to the finding of lesser market inte
gration during the harvest season. This would 
most likely occur through some third force af
fecting both phenomena jointly. A better 
understanding of the reasons for the bump 
would lead to a better understanding of how 
markets function. 

One possibility is that the October price 
bump is specific to Funtua and Gusau in 1976
78, considerably weakening its analytical in
terest. If this phenomenon recurs frequently, 
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it is reasonable to infer that a relatively lower 
degree of market integration in the harvest 
season also recurs in other years and places,
although a more conclusive demonstration 
will have to await further research based on 
new primary data. Nevertheless, published
secondary data can be used to trace food grain
price behavior in October on a wider scale, 

Generality of the (ctoh'r lrw, Iump and 
Ps 'ihlh lr.la/itions 

One possible explanation for both the reha-
tively lower miarket integration and the ()c-
tober-centered bump in the 1976 and 1977 
APMEPU harvest season data is that an 
important Islamic festival (id-el-Kabir) oc-
curred at that time. This is a period typicall
associa:ted with increa.sed food cxpenditures,
where economny may be secondary to I lt rin-
ute necessity in corISurirtr minds. Yet, second-
ary price datla suggCst that thbi' is not the cx-
planation. 

Available inft'rnztionJ onsish, of II Ve.,;rs
of monthly wholes;le prices for rrrille' anid "(r-
ghum il I5 tovns in Northern Nigeria, pub-
liished bv 1-iays. he dat a covers tile periods
195 8,o 1965 and 1969 to 1971 Iard c une f'mni 
N'Tigeian crop aid weathire r reports. Apprx i-
nialely one-third of the 330 yearly price series 
exhibit the ()ctober-centc red btullp Of figure I 
in some f)rni. The major islainic fl,.stivals arc 
based on the lunar calendar, and thus occur' 
every year a dozen da vs earlier on the Grego-
rian calendar. hd-a/-K'uhr, for c, arnple, oc-
curied in mid-Mairch in 1962. Yet the ()ctober
bunp can be found in Hlays' data in this and 
other years where no festivals we-c held in 
October. ''hius the imp appcar to beIi does 
associated with the harvest season. 

The burmp can bC cxplinlcd in a number of 
ways. Oneex planation ight be distress sales 
in the first trough following tie early millet 
harvest, followed by withdralwal once mmedi-
ate cash needs aic Met. A more likely explana-
tion is that two kinds of grain, old and new, 
are being sold during the harvest pe!iod, with-
out being differentiated by thie price series but 
being dif'fere utiated by the consunler. When 
the condition of the harvest is ticar, farmers 
rush to sell off the old grain in Store, which 
may lose value when the new crop is in. Thris,
the first trough possibly measures tihe price-
depressing effects of' tile early millet harvest 
compounded by the selling off of old sorghum;
the bump occurs as more valuable new grain 
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replaces old grain in the market and the sec
ond trough occurs as the full new harvest 
takes effect. '[he mix of new and old grain in 
each village is probably quite different, lead
ing to apparent variation in geographic price 
spreads, when in fact different commodity
bundles are involved. If correct, this would by
itself explain why price correlations for food 
grains in the WASAT are typically so poor
despite widespread belief that systems are 
competitive. Under this scenario, varying 
mixes of apples and oranges are being cor
related with each other. The problem would 
then exist for any analysis based on mislead
ing price dtl, tile present one not excepted, 
and not witl the Irarkets. 

Whatever the explanation, it is clear that 
anallysts need to focus on those factors in food 
grain marketing that vary hvtween harvest and 
pkustharvest seasons, and particulrly need to 
explain nrarketiru' beiavior in the harvest sca
son. Var tibles that may be relevant in this re
gaiud cOrICe'ln differences in (a) volume of sales 

lid purchases: (b) tlie frequency, size, and 
variability of market presentations: (c) market 
agents and tihe destination of'grain traded; and 
(d) chi.lractcIristics of food grainus sold. 

()ne of' the most plausible explanations of 
seasonal differences in market performince is 
one suggested by Scott aidlHays more than a 
decade ago and still largely unstudied in iamar
ket efficiency context. This is the hypothesis
that grain transactions in rural atlre2as in the hat
vest period occur to a greater extent among
fiirriners than is the case in the postharvest sea
soil. If true, the implication may be that in the 
postharvest season traders play a relatively
 
greater role in transmitting price signals
 
among villages.
 

Summary and Conclusions 

The variance components method permits sta
tistical inference from a sample of' time :;eries 
of market prices concerning seasonal and re
gional differences in the variance of food grain
prices. Evidence of the former in northern 
Nigeria casts even more doubt on the useful
ness of the bivariate correlation coefficient 
when uscd across seasons to make inferences 
about integration of pairs of markets. Further
more, evidence of diff'crences in the variance 
of food grain prices between two contiguous
agricultural project areas that together cover 
only I1,000 square kilometers suggests that 
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the land area associated wilh a given system of Semi-Arid Tiropic,. l'atancher. Irdia 24-28 Oct. 

markets may be relatively small in northern 1981 
Ijiga. N (). lcoinomic .\nalysis ot Stoi, wcI)isiributionNigeria, even though influences among market 
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